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A Guide to Cook 
Perfect Rice

with Rice Cooker & Clay Pot

In partnership with Toyozo Nishijima 
Japan’s 5 starred Rice Meister and President of Suzunobu

Experience four key steps to cook perfect Japanese rice
Rince •Stir• Soak & Cook • Steam

Born out of Japan’s authentic culinary philosophy of Washoku 



Cooking perfect rice in your rice cooker
Four key steps to cook perfect rice

What you will need White rice, preferably Japanese rice
Most rice packaging is not suitable for long term storage.  We 
recommend moving the rice to a resealable bag and storing in the  
fridge.

StirRinse
Remove your rice from the fridge and 
measure using a rice measuring cup. 
Put the rice in a clean, dry bowl.

* To ensure the rice cooks 
perfectly, please shake the 
measuring cup and use a 
chopstick to make the rice 
level with the edge of the 
measuring cup.

Pour cold Cleansui Culinary Water over 
the rice and massage gently with your 
hands. And discard the water. 

Repeat        again. 

After draining the water, position your 
hand as if holding a ball and extend 
your fingers into the rice. 

And rotate your hand in a clockwise 
motion stirring rhythmically for 
about20 times like whipping.

*Position your hand 
  as if holding a ball.

*Stirring rhythmically. 
You can meke shaky 
sounds with a steady
rhythm and speed, as 
the rice rubs against 
each other to polish 
the surface.

When the water becomes milky, add
more Cleansui Culinary Water and 
rotate again a few times. Repeat 
this step twice.

*You can repeat            one more time if you feel 
that you have not yet finished stirring. The more 
you wash the rice, the more it will be damaged 
and will affect the cooked rice. Please do not 
scrub the rice until the water becomes clear. 

*Do this process quickly.
 (about 10 seconds)



Five‒Star Rice Meister 

①Rinse ②Stir ③Soak & Cook ④Steam
Supervisor: Mr. NISHIJIMA, Toyozo

Cleansui Culinary Water
Please use Cleansui Culinary Water especially the first round of rinsing step as water will be 
absorbed by the rice, and also the cooking step.

*We recommend using Cleansui Culinary Water for all steps.

Soak & Cook Steam
Put the rice into the bowl inside your 
rice cooker and add Cleansui Culinary
Water to the correct measure line 
corresponding to the amount of rice
you are using.  

*If you prefer stickier and sweeter rice, 
you can cool the rice by either adding 
ice or placing the rice in the fridge 
before cooking.

Close the rice cooker and select a 
cooking cycle. 

*When using rice cooker, you do not need to 
worry about soaking time.

Repeat                 for the remaining 
3/4 of the rice as well.

Once the rice cooker cycle has 
finished, open the lid to release any
remaining steam.
*If the rice cooker doesn't have a program 
to steam rice, steam it for about 12 mins.

Use a rice scoop to shape the rice 
into a cross shape.

Spread out the rice
to let the air in.

Pile 1/4 of the rice 
on top of the other
3/4.

Rice Cooker Version



Enjoy the elegant flavor of traditionally steamed rice

Cooking perfect rice with clay pot

Rinse

Stir

Soak & Cook

Steam

*Please refer to your clay pot instruction manual for specific heating times

Please follow the same 
process as the rice cooker 
instructions.

Put the rice to the clay pot and add Cleansui Culinary
Water. Use a ratio of about 1 - 1.3 of water to rice. 
Cover and allow to sit for 20 minutes to 2 hours.

Turn the burner to medium-high and boil for around 
12 minutes.

After boiling, turn the heat to low for an additionally 
1 to 2 minutes.

Turn off the heat and allow to rest for 10 to 12 minutes.

Remove the lid to release the steam.

Use a rice scoop to gently work around the edges of 
the rice separating it from the clay pot, and to shape 
the ricee into a cross shape.

Pile 1/4 of the rice on top of the other 3/4.

Spread out the rice to let the air in.

Repeat                 for the remaining 3/4 of the rice 
as well.
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3 tips for making delicious Rice Ball (Omusubi)

Always use warm rice when making rice balls.

Be gentle with you rice! Be careful not to mash the 
rice together. Ensuring some air remains between 
each grain will make for fluffy, delicious rice ball.

If using plastic wrap to form your rice ball, allow the 
rice to cool slightly so it does trap steam and 
moisture in the plastic wrap.

Always handle the rice gently 

when making delocious 

Omusubi !!!

Having trouble forming your rice ball? 
Rice ball molds are a quick and easy solution!



Why Cleansui Culinary Water?

 Cleansui Culinary Water + Rice Meister Nishijima

◎ Anybody can cook rice perfectly regardless of the types of rice.

◎ New rice is always great, but with even old rice you can cook  well.

◎ Please do not over washing rice! It always damages rice. 

Clean and Safe
Turn your tap water into bacteria-free optimal water for drinking and 
cooking.

Softern water to enhance the flavor and aroma
When used for cooking, Cleansui Culinary Water will help you 
extract the maximum flavor and aroma from your ingredients.

Capable of removing micro-plastics
Keep yourself and your family safe: Cleansui Culinary Water removes 
harmful micro plastics.

A Great way to support sustainability
Cleansui Culinary Water filter makes sustainability easy. Fewer plastic 
bottles means less impact on the planet and giving greater peace of 
mind.
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